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PARAMETER UNIT VALUE

Material Coated aluminum sheet

Dimensions [mm]
Model 470/53:
A=48 B=65 (-1), C=23, D=22

Aluminum tape width [mm] 19

Aluminum tape thickness [mm] 1,5

UV resistant Resistant

Carton [pcs] 50

Pallet [pcs]  10 000

TECHNICIAL DATA SHEET

Advantages:

• Fast and easy installation  

• Polyester coating 

• Durability

Ridge tile grip is designed to enable fast and durable installation of 

most ridge tiles on ridge and hip battens. It is made of aluminium 

sheet and coated with weatherproof polyester paint, mounted

Eurovent UNI GRIP
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Eurovent UNI GRIP

Application:

Ridge tile grip is applied for mounting the majority of ridge tiles to the ridge batten. Fixed with two screws 

to the ridge batten and attached with the upper part to the ridge tile, the grip ensures reliable installation of 

the tile and protects against displacements caused by strong winds. The shape and profile of the grip enables 

installation with majority of concrete roof tiles available on the market.

Storage / transport:

The product should be stored at room temperature in its original packaging, in dry, covered and moisture-

-free rooms. The grips are made of aluminium sheet, which can be deformed under heavy weight. Therefore, 

it is recommended not to stack the product with other heavy products (both in transport and storage). The 

grips should be transported by covered means of transport, protected against damage. During transport, the 

safety regulations must be observed. The product should be protected against chemical agents that could 

reduce its technical parameters or cause permanent damages.

The product is under warranty, providing that the guidelines included in technical data sheet are being obeyed. 

We reserve the right to refuse a complaint recognition in case of not following these guidelines.

Included information, advices and guidance is given based on our best knowledge, researches, experience and in good faith. We are 
not be held responsible for the consequences of improper or incorrect use of our products. Each user of the product shall ensure, in 
every possible way, including checking the end-product in given conditions, that the provided product is suitable to reach objectives he 
pursues.

Product information can be found on the website: www.eurovent.de Data aktualizacji: 04/2020
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